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(e.g. mass, force, energy, and so forth). If nothing were stabl h 
would be no such laws and no such universals. (More on th:~~ e~ there 
later chapters.) Points in 

The theory of actuality and potentiality, then, is for th . 
lian absolutely crucial to understanding what any empirical an~ Aristo~e-
world would have to be like for scientific knowledge of it to be mat~r1aJ 
Since it deals with the necessary metaphysical preconditions of possible. 
sible natural science, it is deeper than any finding of natural a~y pos-

h h h . h . b. 1 h science _ w et er p ys1cs, c em1stry, 10 ogy, or w atever - and thus can b 
overturned by any such finding. It is a theory of the philosophy of no: e 
rather than of natural science, and indeed the foundation of Arist~:1~:~ 
philosophy of nature. 

There is much more to the theory when worked out systemati-
cally. Particularly relevant to the philosophy of nature is the distinction 
within the domain of potency or potentiality between an active potency 
and a passive potency. An active potency is a capacity to bring about an 
effect of some sort. It is what in contemporary philosophy is typically 
referred to as a causal power. A passive potency is a capacity to be affected 
in some way. In contemporary philosophy it is sometimes called a liability. 
The debate in contemporary analytic metaphysics over categorical and 
dispositional properties in several respects recapitulates ancient debates 
about act and potency. (For discussion of the relationship of this recent 
debate to the theory of act and potency, and of other issues surrounding 
the theory, see Feser 2014b, Chapter 1.) 

1.2.2 Hylemorphism 

In change, there is, again, both the potential that is to be actualized and 
the actualization of that potential. Consider the ink in a dry-erase 
marker. While still in the pen it is actually liquid. But it has the potential 
to dry into a triangular shape on the surface of the marker board. When 
you use the pen to draw a triangle on the board, that potential ~s actua~ 
ized. Having dried into that shape the ink has yet other potentials, suhc 

' d · t e as the potential to be removed from the board by an eraser an in 1 process to !ake on !he form of dust particles. When you erase the tri_anfh: 
and the dned particles of ink fall from the board and/ or get stuck in 
eraser, those potentials are actualized. 

Now, what we have in this scenario is first of all, a determ~n~: 
substratum that underlies the potentialities in

1

question- namely, t e 1 
• 
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also have a series of determining patterns that that su~str~tu~ ta~es 
:: as the various potentials are actualized - patterns lik~ be{;{g hq~t~, b:i: 
d being triangular, and being particle-like. The determma e _su s ra u 

0
7~otentiality is what in Aristotelian philosophy of ~ature is :ean~ b~ 

th t m "matter " and a determining pattern that exists once t e po en 
ti~ i::ctualized J.s called a "form." Since change is real, mat_ter and ;arm 
in these senses must be real. Matter is, essenti~lly' that which nee s ac~ 
tualizing in change; form is, essentially, that which results from the actu 
alization. Note that any determining, actualizing pattern _counts ~s _a 
"form" in this sense. A form is not merely the shape of a thing, ~or 1s it 
necessarily a spatial configuration of parts (t?ough sh~pe and spatial con-
figuration are kinds of forms). Being blue, bemg hot, bemg soft, etc. are also 
forms in the relevant sense. 

change is not the only phenomenon that points to the distinction 
between matter and form. Note that a form or pattern like triangularity is 
universal rather than particular. It is the same pattern that one finds in 
green triangles and red ones, triangles drawn in ink and those drawn in 
pencil, triangles used as dinner bells and those used on a billiards table, 
and so forth. Triangularity is also perfect or exact rather than approxi-
mate. For example, being triangular in the strict sense involves having 
sides that are straight rather than wavy. Now, the triangle you draw on 
the marker board has straight sides, but only imperfectly or approxi-
mately. It is also a particular instance of triangularity rather than trian-
gularity as such. Hence there must not only be something by virtue of 
which the thing you've drawn is triangular, but also something by virtue 
of which it is triangular in precisely the imperfect way that it is. There 
must also be something by virtue of which triangularity exists in this par-
ticular point in time and space. 

. No~ if being triangular is a way of being actual, being triangular 
only man imperfect way is. a way of being potential. For insofar as the 
triangl~'s sides are o~y imperfectly straight, the ink in which you have 
dr_awn it ~as, you might say, only partially actualized the potential for 
tnan~anty. And insofar as the triangle has been drawn in some partic-
ular trme and place, the potential in question is a potential at that time 
a?d place, r~ther than at another, that has been actualized. Now, that by 

of which what you have drawn is actually triangular to the extent 
it_ is, is what ~i~t~te~iai_i philosophy of nature calls its fonn; while that by 
v~e ~f _which it 1s hm1ted, or remains merely potential, in the extent to 
which 1t 1s triangular, is its matter. 
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£ accounts for whatever permanence . 
Insofar as orml'ty there is in the natural world it re' Unity, a"'d 

full actua 1 . I d ' Prese <l erfection or . 'd f things. The tnang e rawn on the n-. k nts, a p El at1c s1 e o . . I 4,1ar er b s I·twere, the e t that it retains its tnangu ar form is 
1
-d Oard th exten . f h , enti l Persists to e . c as it is an instance o t e same form the . ca to . les 1nso1ar 1. h d Y Inst other tr1ang mplete in its actua 1ty to t e egree that ·t anti-

d . rfect or co c h 1 app ate, an IS pe . Insofar as matter acco~n~s 1or t e c~angeabilit _ro}{, 
imates that form£ t· n or mere potentiality that exists in th Y, diver-d ·mper ec 10 h" e nat sity, an I t the Heraclitean side oft 1ngs. The triangle d Uraj Id · t represen s . rawn 
wor , 1 . . rmanent insofar as its matter can lose its tri 0n 
the b~ardd. Its· imtp:om other things having the same form insofat:&ular 
form IS is inc h h" h . t t· t . s It Is ' 1 f atter among ot ers w 1c ins an 1a e 1t, and is imp c ne parce o m . er1ect 0 

t· 1 t the extent that it merely approximates the form. or poten 1a o 

Matter is passive and indeterminat_e, form active and determin-
ing. The same bit of _mat_ter can t~ke on d1ff erent forms, and the same 
form can be received 1n different bits of ~atter._ H~nce matter and form 
are as distinct as potentiality and actuality. Still, Just as potentiality is 
grounded in actuality, so t~o doe_s ma~ter_ always ~a~e ~ome form or other. 
If the ink in our example 1s not 1n a hqu1d form, 1t 1s 1n a dry, triangular 
form, and if not that then in the form of particles. And if the particles are 
broken down further so that the ink is in no sense still present, then the 
form of the chemical constituents of the ink would remain. If matter 
lacked all form it would be nothing but the pure potentiality for receiving 
form; and if it were purely potential, there would be no actuality to ground 
it and it would not exist at all. 

The distinction between form and matter is not, however, the 
same distinction as that between actuality and potentiality, but rather a 
~pecial case of that distinction. Everything composed off orm and matter 15 thereby composed of actuality and potentiality, but not everything 
composed of actuality and potentiality is composed of form and matter. 
An angelic intellect or a Cartesian res cogitans being incorporeal, would 
~t be a ~ompound of form and matter, but it ~ould still be a compound 
;h actuality_ and potentiality (insofar as God would have to create it and 
Thusd~c~ah~e what would otherwise be its merely potential exiSten_ce). 

e 1stmction betw c f h d · stinc-ti'on b tw een iorm and matter is an application o t e 1 
e een actu l 'ty d f ally -

to the physical ob •:c~ an potentiality to corporeal things, speci icas the 
theory of actual·/ s we know through experience. Hence, where ·cal 
applicability th 

1 
y and potentiality has completely general metaphysi d 

matter is Within eth:op~_r application of the distinction between forrn an 
P Ilosophy of nature. 

l 
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Now, several further distinctions are needed in order to set out 
the Aristotelian analysis of what it is to be a corporeal substance. First, 
there is the general distinction between any substance and its attributes. 
Consider a solid, gray, round, smooth stone of the sort you might pluck 
from a river bed. The solidity, grayness, roundness, and smoothness are 
attributes of the stone, and the stone itself is the substance which bears 
these attributes. The attributes exist in the stone whereas the stone does 
not exist in any other thing in the same sense. Substances, in general,just 
are the sorts of things which exist in themselves rather than inhering in 
anything else, and which are the subjects of the attributes which do of 
their nature inhere in something else. This is true of corporeal substances 
like stones, and it is true of incorporeal substances too, if such things ex-
ist. 

Corporeal substances are, again, composed of form and matter, 
but here two further distinctions must be made. If we abstract from our 
notion of matter all form, leaving nothing but what I have called the pure 
potentiality to receive form, we arrive at the idea of prime matter. (More 
on this below.) Matter already having some form or other- that is to say, 
matter which is actually a stone, or wood, or water, or what have you, and 
is not merely potentially any of these things -- is secondary matter. There 
is a corresponding distinction between kinds of form. A form which 
makes of what would otherwise be utterly indeterminate prime matter 
some determinate concrete thing of a certain kind is a substantial form. A 
form which merely modifies some secondary matter - and in particular, 
which modifies matter which already has a substantial form - is an acd-
dental form. A corporeal substance is, to state things more precisely, a 
composite of prime matter and substantial form. 

The distinction between substantial form and accidental form is 
illuminated by comparison with the different but related Aristotelian dis-
tinction between nature and art - that is to say, between natural objects 
on the one hand, and everyday artifacts on the other. Hence, consider a 
liana vine - the kind of vine Tarzan likes to swing on - as an example of a 
natural object. A hammock that Tarzan might construct from living Hana 
vines is a kind of artifact, and not a natural object. The parts of the Hana 
vine have an inherent tendency to function together to allow the vine to 
exhibit the growth patterns it does, to take in water and nutrients, and so 
forth. By contrast, the parts of the hammock - the Hana vines themselves 
- have no inherent tendency to function together as a hammock. Rather, 
they must be arranged by Tarzan to do so, and left to their own devices -
that is to say, without pruning, occasional rearrangement, and the like -
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24 therwise would have had Tarz 
ow the wa~ they O 

ways that will impede their an not 
they will ten~: !e!!l, includint:;al tendency is to be Hana-like at~f or. 
interfered :~ock, rhe~ %e function they perform aftert arzan ;ot 
rnance as a ·k . the harnrnoc -.1 sed from outside, while the lian 1.

1
es 

hanunock-b e,. ~rinsic or unpo a- ike 
ther is e}I." them toge . trinsic to thern, 

{unctions are in b tween that which has such an intri . 

Now the diff erendceh et which does not is essentially the dif~s1c 
. n an t a 1 c d h ier-. ·ple of 0perat10 h . g a substantia 1orm an somet ing havi· pr111c1 hing avin . 1 h . ng between somet . g a Hana vine 1nvo ves av1ng a substant· 1 ence ·d t 1 form. Bein , d' . . 1 1a 

a merely ~cc1 ~n a hammock of the sort we re 1scuss1ng invo ves instead 
form, while being a . d ntal form on components each of which al-
the imposition of an ~c1c\~ erm namely the substantial form of a lian 

h ubstantla 10 , . a ready as a s . . rdingly a true substance, as Aristotelian philos-
. A r na vine is, acco ' . b vine. ia d b tance A hammock 1s not a true su stance pre-
h nderstan su s · b · 1 ' op ers u . d not qua hammock have a su stantia form - an in-

. ly because it oes h . . 11 c~e . . . 1 b which it operates as it c aractenstica y does - but 
tnns1c prmc1p e y b . 11 only an accidental form. In gene~al, true su stances are typ1ca y natural 
objects, whereas artifacts are typically not true substances. A dog, a tree, 
and water would be true substances, because each has a substantial form 
or intrinsic principle by which it behaves in the characteristic ways it 
does. A watch, a bed, or a computer would not be true substances, because 
each behaves in the characteristic ways it does only insofar as certain ac-
cidental forms have been imposed on them from outside. The true sub-
stances in these cases would be the raw materials (metal, wood, glass, etc.) 
out of which these artifacts are made. 

It is important to emphasize, however, that the correlation be-
tween what occurs "in the wild" and what has a substantial form and the 
correlation between what · d d h l . ' 1s man-ma e an as on y an accidental form, 
aredonly rough correlations. For there are objects that occur in nature 
an apart from any h · . forms rather than subs~ma? mtervenbon and yet have only accidental 
form at the bottom of a ~~f1al forms, such as piles of stones that gradually 
and beaver dams A d th ' tangles of seaweed that wash up on the beach, 
forms rather than· an 'd ere

1
are man-made.objects that have substantial 

cc1 enta for h b . ous sense made by h b . ms, sue as babies ( which are in an o vi-
of dog. Of course numan emgs), water synthesized in a lab and breeds 
th " ' 0 one would b ' f ese as artifacts'' in th e tempted in the first place to think 0 

are artifacts. But even be· same sense in which watches and computers 
not only O ~ects that " . . . h never occur "' h . are art1f1c1al" in the sense that t ey 

in t e wild" b · ·f· ut require significant sc1ent1 ic 
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knowledge and technological expertise to produce can count as having 
substantial forms rather than accidental forms. Styrofoam would be one 
possible example (Stump 2003, p. 44). 

The basic idea is that it seems to be essential to a thing's having 
a substantial form that it has properties and causal powers that are irre-
ducible to those of its parts (Stump 2006). Hence water has properties and 
causal powers that hydrogen and oxygen do not have, whereas the prop-
erties and causal powers of, say, an axe seem to amount to nothing over 
and above the sum of the properties and powers of the axe's wood and 
metal parts (Stump 2003, p. 44). When water is synthesized out of hydro-
gen and oxygen, what happens is that the prime matter underlying the 
hydrogen and oxygen loses the substantial forms of hydrogen and oxygen 
and takes on a new substantial form, namely that of water. By contrast, 
when an axe is made out of wood and metal, the matter underlying the 
wood and the matter underlying the metal do not lose their substantial 
forms. Rather, while maintaining their substantial forms, they take on a 
new accidental form, that of being an axe. The making of Styrofoam 
seems to be more like the synthesis of water out of hydrogen and oxygen 
than it is like the making of an axe. Styrofoam has properties and powers 
which are irreducible to those of the materials out of which it is made, 
which indicates the presence of a substantial form and thus a true sub-
stance. 

There is a further complication to the story. On the Aristotelian-
Thomistic account, among the attributes of a thing, we need to distin-
guish those that are proper to it from those which are not. It is the former 
alone which are labeled "properties" in Aristotelian-Thomistic philoso-
phy, with the others referred to as "contingent" attributes. (This con-
trasts with the very loose way the term "property" is used in contempo-
rary analytic philosophy, to refer to more or less any feature we might 
predicate of a thing.) The properties or proper attributes of a substance 
are those which "flow" or follow from its having the substantial form it 
does. Being four-legged, for example, flows or follows from having the 
substantial form of a dog. It is a natural concomitant of "dogness" as such, 
whereas being white (say) is not, but is merely a contingent attribute of 
any particular dog. Now this "flow" can, as it were, be blocked. For in-
stance, a particular dog might, as a result of injury or genetic defect, be 
missing a leg. But it wouldn't follow from its missing that leg that being 
four-legged is not after all a true property of dogs, nor would it follow that 
this particular creature was not really a dog after all. Rather, it would be 

__J 
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f d when determining the character-. · t nee o a og. h a damaged or defective ms a f some kind of thing, t en, we need to 
· d causal powers O • l'k h ·t · · · istic properties an . hat that kind of thing 1s i e w en 1 is in its 

consider the paradigm case, w 
mature and normal state. 

t e substance when it has a substantial 
So, a thing counts as-~ ~al form, and the mark of its having the 

form rather than a merely acct denormal state it exhibits certain proper-
h · ·t ature an n ' former is t at m 1 s m h . educible to those of its parts. A corpo-. d 1 wers t at are irr . ties an causa f0 ·t f substantial form and pnme matter, re-

real substance 1s a compos~et;and potentiality; and once in existence 
lated to one another as ac b \~nces constitute the secondary matter that 
a corporeal subfstance ~dr sut sl corm or forms This is the Aristotelian doc-. th biect o an acc1 en a 11 • • • 
is. e su J 1 h' ( h lomorphism) the name of which derives from 
trme of hy emorp ism or lY ' ( "fi ") 
the Greek words hyle (or "matter") and morphe or orm . 

The Thomistic interpretation of hyle~orphism . insists on the 
doctrine of the unicity of substantial form, accor~ing to which a substance 
has only a single substantial form. Suppose A is a su~stance, and has B 
and c as parts. Since A is a substance, it has a substantia! form. Do B and 
c have further substantial forms of their own? If they did, then they too 
would be substances. In that case, though, A's form would relate to Band 
c as an accidental form relates to secondary matter. But then A wouldn't 
really have a substantial form after all, and thus not really be a substance. 
So, if A really is a substance, then its parts B and C must not themselves 
have substantial forms or amount to true substances in their own right. 
There is only the single substantial form, the form of A, which informs the 
prime matter of A. Another way to look at it is that if B and C had substan-
tial forms, then they would be what actualizes the prime matter so that it 
constitutes a substance (or two substances in this case, namely Band C). 
In that case, the prime matter wouldn't potentially be a substance, but 
would already actually be a substance. That is to say, it would be second-
ary matter. But then there would be nothing left for the substantial form 
of A to do qua actualizer of prime matter. It would serve merely to modify 
an already existing substance and thus amount to an accidental form ra-
ther than substantial form. So, again, a substance A can really only have 
one substantial form. 

To see the implicati f th· 'd . water h' h h h d ons O is, consi er a concrete example hke ' w IC as Y rogen and o · 
stance it has a b t . xygen as its parts. Since water is a sub-
single ~ubstanti~f f: an~ti. ;~rm. But since a substance can have only a 

rm, 1 0 ows that the hydrogen and oxygen in water 
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don't have substantial forms. That entails in turn that hydrogen and ox-
ygen don't exist in water as substances. Now, this may seem odd, since 
hydrogen considered by itself and oxygen considered by itself each do seem 
to be substances. They have their own characteristic irreducible proper-
ties and causal powers, after all. But the lesson we should draw from these 
considerations, according to the Thomist, is that hydrogen and oxygen do 
not exist actually in water, but only virtually. Notice that the claim is not 
that they don't exist in water at all. It is rather that they don't exist in 
water in the way that they exist when they exist on their own. The situa-
tion is comparable to the Aristotelian's account of what is really going on 
in Zeno's paradox of parts scenario, in which the parts are present - they 
are not nothing or non-being- but only potentially rather than actually. 

This too may sound odd, but it should sound less so upon reflec-
tion. Consider that if hydrogen and oxygen were actually present in the 
water, then they should possess their characteristic properties and pow-
ers. That means that we should be able to burn the hydrogen, and to boil 
the oxygen at -183°C. But we cannot do either. Hence the substantial 
forms of hydrogen and oxygen cannot be present, in which case the sub-
stances hydrogen and oxygen cannot be present. Furthermore, if hydro-
gen and oxygen were actually present, then for something to be water 
would be for it to have a merely accidental form, and properties and 
causal powers reducible to those of hydrogen and oxygen. But that is also 
not the case, since water has powers and properties that a mere aggregate 
of hydrogen and oxygen does not. Hydrogen and oxygen are present in 
water, then, in the sense that water has the potentiality to have hydrogen 
and oxygen drawn out of it - by electrolysis, say. (More on this issue in a 
later chapter. For discussion of the relationship of hylemorphism to con-
temporary debates over reductionism, and of other issues surrounding 
the theory, see Feser 2014b, chapter 3.) 

1.2.3 Limitation and change 

As indicated in the preceding section, two of the motivations for 
hylemorphism have to do with its application to the critique of static 
monism's denial of multiplicity and of change. These lines of argument 
for hylemorphism are sometimes labeled the argument from limitation and 
the argument from ~hange (Cf. Koren 1962, chapter 2). 

The basic idea of the first line of argument is, again, that a form 
is of itself universal, so that we need a principle to explain how it gets tied 


